Adeno-associated viruses having nonsense mutations in the capsid genes: growth in mammalian cells containing an inducible amber suppressor.
When an adeno-associated virus (AAV) genome contained in a recombinant plasmid is transfected into adenovirus-infected cells, infectious AAV particles are efficiently generated. We previously described the construction of a conditional lethal mutant of AAV having an amber termination codon inserted in the rep gene. This mutant was propagated on a monkey kidney cell line (SupD12) having an inducible amber suppressor tRNAser. We now describe the construction and propagation of two additional conditional lethal mutants of AAV having amber codons affecting all three capsid proteins (AAV Capam) or only the VP1 capsid protein (AAV VP1am). Suppression of the amber mutations in the capsid proteins was demonstrated directly by immunoblot analysis. The efficiency of amber suppression on the SupD12 cell was about 6 to 10% for AAV VP1am and 4 to 5% for AAV Capam. The reversion frequency of either mutant was apparently less than 10(-5). On nonsuppressing cells AAV VP1am exhibited an Lip (Inf) phenotype, whereas AAV Capam exhibited a Cap phenotype.